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The Microsoft Teams
Opportunity
Whilst home working offers a host of benefits
to both organisations and their employees, it
also presents a number of challenges, most
notably the need for an increasingly mobile
and disparate workforce to communicate
effectively. Businesses need solutions that
enable employees to be more productive,
with tools that encourage engagement and
collaboration… whether they’re on-the-go,
at home, or in the office.
Microsoft Teams brings together chat,
meetings, calling, collaboration, app
integration and file storage into one single
interface. Often described as a “central
hub for teamwork” it is designed to help
streamline the way users work.

Remote working and the rise of
Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Teams is the Unified
Communications and Collaboration (UCC)
platform from Microsoft. Part of Microsoft
365, it supersedes Skype for Business which
will be retired on the 31st of July 2021.
Microsoft Teams helps to keep teams
connected whenever and wherever they are
– enabling them to chat, meet, call, and
collaborate in one place. It is also possible to
connect to third party services to expand the
possibilities of the platform even further.
The number of daily active users surpassed
115 million in October 2020, up 53% from
April when global events meant many
businesses were forced to operate
remotely. Demand that shows no sign of
abating as workers continue to work from
home or adopt more flexible working.

The Microsoft Teams Opportunity

The Microsoft Teams Opportunity
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The modern workplace has changed at
breathtaking speed over the past 12 months.
Recent research published by Jabra suggests
up to 49% of the UK workforce now work
from home at least some of the time.
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Why is selecting the right device
so important
Professional audio and video conferencing
solutions that are certified for Microsoft
Teams enable organisations to realise the
true potential of the platform. Choosing
the right solution ensures devices such as
headsets, handsets, speakerphones and
conferencing solutions offer exceptional
audio and video quality. For a truly seamless
experience certified devices are designed
to work out-of-the-box (plug & play) with no
additional configuration required, benefitting
both end-users and administrators.

Dedicated Teams button

Microsoft Teams certification

Teams compatible solutions

All Microsoft Teams certified devices from
EPOS, Jabra and Yealink offer a dedicated
Teams button. A light on the button notifies
users about upcoming meetings, voice
mails or missed calls. Whilst pressing the
button takes them directly to the right place
– making the whole process seamless.

The Microsoft Teams Certification Program
is designed to offer Microsoft customers
confidence that third party solutions provide
a high quality experience and compatibility
when used with Microsoft Teams. It ensures
products meet the most stringent
specifications. Microsoft technicians work
closely with the manufacturer partner
throughout the certification process to make
sure the hardware being developed provides
users with the best possible experience.

Whilst we would recommend a Teams
certified solution in most situations,
we do recognise that there may be
occasions when you want to consider
a more cost-effective solution.

EPOS and Jabra headsets which are
certified for Skype for Business are
upgradable to Teams via a firmware update.
Whilst it is no longer possible to certify
devices for Skype for Business, customers
who are still using Skype for Business may
use Teams certified devices during the
transition period. The call control feature will
work perfectly; they’ll just find the dedicated
Teams button doesn’t have any functionality.
All EPOS and Jabra Skype for Business
speakerphones are compatible with Teams.
View Microsoft Teams certified solutions:
One-the-Go
Desk Based
In-the-Office
EPOS, Jabra, Yealink.

View Microsoft Teams compatible
solutions from JPL.

Microsoft Teams Solutions

Microsoft Teams Solutions
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Headsets, handsets and
conferencing solutions
for Microsoft Teams
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Home working is set to remain common
place for many office workers. Whilst we
may see a gradual return to the office
over the coming months, its likely many
organisations will adopt a more flexible
“hybrid” approach to working in the future.
This new blended approach impacts both
the home work space and the office
environment. Changing the technology
people need to communicate and
collaborate effectively.
In order to help you select the right mix of
technology we’ve identified the personal
and shared work spaces most prevalent in
organisations today. Choosing the right
technology for every scenario will ensure
you get the most out of your investment
in Microsoft Teams, and your employees
get the most out of their day.

On-the-Go

Desk-based employees working from
home, the office or a combination of the
two who need a wide range of solutions
depending on the demands of their job.
Conferencing solutions for small huddle
spaces to large meeting rooms.
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Senior Executive
Many Meetings

Office Professional
Knowledge Worker

16

Huddle Rooms

Small Meeting Rooms
9

Lets take a closer look at the technology
they need to realise the true potential of
Microsoft Teams.
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Board Rooms

Multi-Tasker

10

Sales & Customer Service

On-the-go professionals who need mobile
solutions for wherever their day takes them.

Home-Based

Coffee Shop Caller

Constant Caller

Work Space Solutions

Work Space Solutions
8

Microsoft Teams
Work space solutions
for the home and office

Medium Sized Rooms

12
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20

Presentation Suite
Large Meeting Rooms

24

On-the-Go

On-the-go professionals who work in noisy environments in the
office or remotely, as well as mobile professionals who need
solutions for the home, office or wherever their day takes them.
The "Coffee Shop Caller" typically spends over 50% of their day
either on the road or in client meetings, so they need portable
solutions that can withstand the demands of their busy schedule.

Our recommendations
Professional wireless headset with outstanding noise
cancelling technology
Take a look at the Jabra Evolve2 85 on page 33

Comfortable Bluetooth neckband with earbuds
Take a look at the EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 460T on page 28

Discreet portable Bluetooth wireless earbuds
Take a look at the Jabra Evolve 65t on page 35

Portable lightweight speakerphone for use in the office,
at home or out-and-about
Take a look at the Yealink CP700 on page 41

Mobile Worker – On-the-Go

Mobile Worker – On-the-Go
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Coffee Shop Caller

11

Home-Based
The Multi-Tasker is typically juggling working from home alongside
other commitments. They don't have a dedicated home office - the
kitchen table or dining room is currently acting as their work space.
They need flexible, portable solutions that help them focus on their
work… without being distracted by everything that's going on
around them.
Over 80% of home workers report other family members are
normally present in the house when they're working.

Desk Based – Multi-Tasker

Desk Based – Multi-Tasker

Multi-Tasker

Our recommendations
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USB corded headset with noise cancelling
Take a look at the EPOS | SENNHEISER IMPACT SC 75 on page 30
Take a look at the JPL 502S on page 46

Bluetooth wireless headset with outstanding
noise cancelling technology
Take a look at the Jabra Evolve2 65 on page 33

Personal portable speakerphone with USB connectivity
Take a look at the Jabra Speak 410 MS on page 37

Webcam
Take a look at the JPL Vision & Voice on page 46
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Constant Caller
Enterprise and contact centre professionals, typically working in
sales or customer service roles, as well as knowledge workers with
high-call volumes who require a headset to keep their hands free for
typing. The Constant Caller spends the vast majority of their day on
the phone.
Whilst many will return to the office or a traditional call centre
environment, large numbers will continue to work from home.
Establishing a basic home office will enable them to be more
productive. For professionals returning to a dynamic office
environment, the right solution will help boost concentration,
increase efficiency and deliver a better overall customer experience.
Constant Callers need exceptional audio, outstanding noise
isolation and superior comfort.

Our recommendations
All-day corded headset – choose from premium,
everyday and cost-effective solutions
Take
Take
Take
Take

a
a
a
a

look
look
look
look

at
at
at
at

the
the
the
the

JPL 502S on page 46
EPOS | SENNHEISER IMPACT SC 260 on page 30
Jabra Evolve 30 MS on page 34
Jabra Evolve2 40 on page 33

Bluetooth wireless headset for those who need the
freedom to move about
Take a look at the Jabra Evolve 65 MS on page 34
Take a look at the EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 660 on page 29

Desk phone
Take a look at the Yealink T56A MS Teams on page 39

Desk Based – Constant Caller

Desk Based – Constant Caller
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Sales & Customer Service
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Office Professional
Knowledge workers, office professionals and managers who can
easily work from home or the office. They need to be able to share
information and ideas with colleagues across multiple locations,
increasingly managing remote or virtual teams.
Working from home means they are increasingly spending more of
their day on video calls, connecting and collaborating with internal
and external users.

Our recommendations
Predominantly desk based, they need professional corded or
Bluetooth headsets depending on their personal working style.
Speakerphones and basic video conferencing solutions are
becoming more popular thanks to the wide range of cost-effective,
plug-and-play solutions now available.
Premium corded headset with ANC for optimum comfort
and collaboration
Take a look at the Jabra Evolve 80 MS on page 35
Take a look at the EPOS | SENNHEISER IMPACT SC 660 ANC on page 31

 rofessional wireless headset with outstanding noise
P
cancelling technology
Take a look at the EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 660 on page 29
Take a look at the Jabra Evolve2 85 on page 33

Portable speakerphone with USB or Bluetooth connectivity
Take a look at the Jabra Speak 750 on page 37

Desk phone
Take a look at the Yealink T58A MS Teams on page 39

Entry level video conferencing solution
Take a look at the JPL Vision & Voice on page 46

Desk Based – Office Professional

Desk Based – Office Professional
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Knowledge Worker

17

Senior Executive
A senior member of the management team, they're constantly in
meetings with colleagues, customers and suppliers. They need
premium solutions that deliver superior quality audio and video,
designed for concentration and collaboration at home, in the office
or on-the-go. Frequently moving between different locations,
they need the ability to work anywhere with superior wireless
audio performance.

Our recommendations

Desk Based – Senior Executive

Desk Based – Senior Executive

Many Meetings

Premium Bluetooth wireless headset
18

Take a look at the Jabra Evolve2 85 on page 33

UC-certified true wireless earbuds with multiple
device connectivity
Take a look at the Jabra Evolve 65t on page 35

Easy to deploy video conferencing solution for
their home office
Take a look at the Jabra PanaCast on page 36
Take a look at the Yealink VC210 Collaboration Bar on page 41

Personal portable speakerphone with Bluetooth connectivity
Take a look at the EPOS EXPAND SP 30T on page 27
Take a look at the Jabra Speak 750 on page 37

Smart media phone
Take a look at the Yealink T58A MS Teams on page 39

Video phone
Take a look at the Yealink VP59 MS Teams on page 40

19

Huddle Rooms

Over 50 percent of meetings now take place in small meeting
rooms or huddle rooms. With a screen and the right UCC
technology they provide the perfect space for collaboration between
colleagues, customers and suppliers whether they're working from
home or the office.
The right solution can help you utilise your existing office space
and facilitate more productive meetings, whilst still enabling
social distancing.

Work Space – Huddle Rooms

Work Space – Huddle Rooms

Small Meeting Rooms

Our recommendations
20

Video conferencing solution for 2-7 people, combine with
a speakerphone for an optimal video and audio experience
Take a look at the Jabra PanaCast and Speak 750 Speakerphone on page 36-37
Take a look at the Yealink MVC 300 II Microsoft Teams Room System on page 42

Portable, wireless speakerphone for up to 8 participants
Take a look at the EPOS EXPAND 30T on page 27

Speakerphone
Take a look at the Yealink CP900 on page 41
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Board Rooms
Your board rooms and medium-sized meetings rooms require
premium technology solutions that deliver superior quality audio
and video. Solutions that enable you to interact, communicate and
collaborate with ease across multiple office locations and geographies.

Our recommendations

Work Space – Board Rooms

Work Space – Board Rooms

Medium-sized
Meeting Rooms

Video conferencing solution for up to 12 people, combine with
a speakerphone for an optimal video and audio experience
22

Take a look at the Yealink MVC 500 II Microsoft Teams Room System on page 43

Premium, scalable speakerphone for up to 16
in-room participants
Take a look at the EPOS EXPAND 80T on page 27

Conference phone
Take a look at the Yealink CP960 Conference Phone on page 40

23

Presentation Suite
Medium to large-sized meeting rooms require a complete video
solution that offers premium audio and video quality. They need to
be easy to deploy without compromising on performance, creating
an optimum meeting solution that ensures everyone in the room can
be seen and heard clearly. For seamless, intelligent collaboration.

Our recommendations
Complete video conferencing bundle that includes everything
you need to interact, connect and collaborate with internal
and external users seamlessly. Choose from all-in-one
solutions designed for 12-18 people (medium-sized rooms),
or up to 30 people (large meeting rooms)
	
Take a look at the MVC 800 II Microsoft Teams Room System
(for 12-18 people) on page 43
	Take a look at the MVC 900 II Microsoft Teams Room System
(for up to 30 people) on page 44

Premium, scalable speakerphone for up to 32
in-room participants
	
Take a look at the EPOS EXPAND 80T with up to two expansion mics on page 27

Work Space – Presentation Suite

Work Space – Presentation Suite
24

Large Meeting Rooms
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Headsets and Speakerphones
Certified for Microsoft Teams
EPOS is dedicated to developing audio devices that are at the forefront of audio technology. As a long-term
partner of Microsoft, they ensure Microsoft technology works seamlessly with all EPOS audio devices.

EPOS

EPOS

View more EPOS content online
EPOS Presents:
The Power of Audio

EPOS ADAPT Line:
Work Your Way

EPOS EXPAND 80T:
Unite Your Team

26
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EXPAND 80T
Premium, scalable Bluetooth® speakerphone
for larger meetings

EXPAND SP 30T
Portable wireless speakerphone for personal
conferencing or up to 8 participants
• Meeting with up to 8 people
• EPOS Voice Clarity, ultra-low distortion speaker
and echo and noise-cancelling microphones
• Bluetooth® or USB-C plug’n’play and
multi-point connectivity
• Industry-leading duplex performance
• Optimized for UC and certified for MS Teams
• Designated Microsoft Teams button for one touch
access to Microsoft Teams functionalities

•M
 eeting with up to 16 in-room participants
(up to 32 in-room participants with expansion mics)
• Six adaptive, beamforming microphones that
isolate voices from room reverb and ambient noise
• Superior speaker for rich natural sound
• Merges PC/softphone and mobile calls into
one conference
• Bluetooth® or USB-C multi-point connectivity
• Optimized for UC and certified for MS Teams
• One touch access to Microsoft Teams
functionalities

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

EPOS EXPAND 80T Bluetooth® speakerphone

£573.00

EPOS EXPAND SP 30T Bluetooth® speakerphone

£210.00

EXPAND 80 Expansion Mic (connect up to 2)

Please Call

ADAPT
Premium Headset Solutions
Modern workplaces are evolving every day – becoming more mobile, more versatile and more flexible.
The ADAPT Line of premium audio tools enable seamless transition between locations, enabling perfect
concentration and collaboration, anytime and anywhere.

EPOS | SENNHEISER

EPOS | SENNHEISER
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ADAPT 300 Series

ADAPT 400 Series

ADAPT 500 Series

ADAPT 600 Series

Wireless ANC Bluetooth® headset with PC dongle

In-ear neckband Bluetooth® headset with ANC

 alk Time: up to 39 hours (ANC off)
T
Range: Up to 25m
Noise Cancelling: Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)
Connectivity: Bluetooth® 5.0, audio cable (2.5 mm
twist lock and 3.5 mm jack plugs)
• Style: Over-ear, double-sided headband

•
•
•
•
•

On-ear Bluetooth® headset with BTD 800 USB
dongle / USB-C cable

Over-ear Bluetooth® ANC headset with BTD 800
USB dongle

• Talk Time: up to 41 hours (ANC off)
• Range: Up to 25m
• Noise Cancelling: Hybrid ANC technology
with 4 microphones
• Connectivity: Bluetooth 5.0, USB cable
with connector
• Style: On-ear, double-sided headband

• Talk Time: up to 30 hours
• Range: Up to 25m
• Noise Cancelling: Hybrid adaptive ANC technology
with 4 microphones
• Connectivity: Bluetooth 5.0, NFC, audio cable,
USB cable with micro-USB
• Style: Over-ear, double-sided headband

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 360 Wireless ANC
Bluetooth® headset with PC dongle (Black)

£219.00

£259.00

EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 360 Wireless ANC
Bluetooth® headset with PC dongle (White)

£219.00

EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 460T In-ear neckband
Bluetooth® headset with USB dongle & carry case
(MS Teams Edition)

•
•
•
•

Talk Time: up to 14 hours (ANC off)
Range: Up to 20m
Noise Cancelling: Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)
Connectivity: Multi-point, Bluetooth 5.0
Style: In-ear neckband, single and double sided
wearing style

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

®

EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 560 On-ear Bluetooth
headset with BTD 800 USB dongle & carry case

£259.00

£349.00

EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 560 On-ear Bluetooth®
headset with USB-C cable & carry case

£219.00

EPOS | SENNHEISER ADAPT 660 Over-ear
Bluetooth® ANC headset with BTD 800 USB dongle
& carrry case

EPOS I SENNHEISER Microsoft Certified Headsets

EPOS | SENNHEISER

EPOS | SENNHEISER
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IMPACT SC 75

IMPACT SC 260

IMPACT SC 660

IMPACT SC 660 ANC

Double-sided professional wired headset

Double-sided USB headset with in-line call controller

Double-sided USB headset with in-line call controller

• Great

quality sounding calls with EPOS Voice™
technology
• Noise-cancelling microphone for clear
conversations
• Unique contemporary design
• Manage calls seamlessly via the in-line call control
• 3.5 mm jack and USB connectivity
• Firmware update to become Teams certified
available

• EPOS Voice™ technology and noise-cancelling
microphone
• All-day wearing comfort and durable construction
• Protects hearing wih EPOS ActiveGard® technology
• Easy call management with in-line call control unit
• Connects to PC/Softphone via USB
• Firmware update to become Teams certified
available


noise-cancelling microphone for perfect
• Ultra
speech in noisy environments
• Active Noise Cancellation for user comfort
• High-quality design with brushed aluminum and
stainless-steel components
• In-line call control for easy call management
• Connects to PC via USB
• Firmware update to become Teams certified
available

Double-sided USB headset with ANC
& proximity sensor

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

EPOS | SENNHEISER IMPACT SC 75 USB MS

£70.00

EPOS | SENNHEISER IMPACT SC 260 USB MS II

£120.00

EPOS | SENNHEISER IMPACT SC 660 USB MS

£180.00

EPOS | SENNHEISER IMPACT SC 660 USB ANC

£219.00


noise-cancelling microphone for perfect
• Ultra
speech in noisy environments
• Active Noise Cancellation for user comfort
• High-quality design with brushed aluminum and
stainless-steel components
• In-line call control for easy call management
• Connects to PC via USB
• Firmware update to become Teams certified
available

Jabra Evolve2 Teams Certified Headsets
The Jabra Evolve2 series sets the new standard for professional headsets. Perfectly adapted
and optimised to give the best experience with Microsoft Teams

Headsets, Speakerphones
and Conferencing Solutions
Certified for Microsoft Teams

Corded headset with exceptional audio and
outstanding noise isolation
•
•
•
•

Superior noise isolation
Outstanding audio with 40mm speakers
USB-A and USB-C variants available
All-day comfort with memory foam ear cushions

model

RRP (ex vat)

Jabra Evolve2 40 USB-A, MS Teams Certified, Mono

£93.00

Jabra Evolve2 40 USB-A, MS Teams Certified, Stereo

£101.00

w

Jabra

Jabra

As a strategic Microsoft partner, providing premium audio solutions for over 150 years, Jabra has developed
a broad portfolio of unique products to enhance Microsoft Teams.

Jabra Evolve2 40

View more Jabra content online
Jabra PanaCast and Speak 750:
Ready for Teams

Jabra Evolve2 65
Wireless Bluetooth headset with superior wireless
audio performance
•
•
•
•
•

32

Flexible Working:
The professional’s choice.
Wherever they work.

Up to 30m wireless range
Up to 37 hours battery life
Outstanding audio with 40mm speakers
Superior noise isolation
Dual Bluetooth connectivity

33

model

RRP (ex vat)

Jabra Evolve2 65 Link380 USB-A MS Teams Certified
Mono Black

£169.00

Jabra Evolve2 65 Link380 USB-A MS Teams Certified
Stereo Black

£178.00

Jabra Evolve2 85
Wireless Bluetooth headset with ANC - best for
concentration and collaboration
•
•
•
•
•

 p to 30m wireless range
U
Up to 37 hours battery life
Outstanding audio with 10-microphone technology
Powerful digital hybrid ANC
Dual Bluetooth connectivity

model

RRP (ex vat)

Jabra Evolve2 85 Link380 USB-A MS Teams Certified
Stereo Black

£382.00

Jabra Microsoft Certified Headsets

Jabra

Jabra
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Jabra Evolve 30

Jabra Evolve 65

Jabra Evolve 65t

Jabra Evolve 80

Professional corded headset

Professional wireless headset

True wireless earbuds

Professional corded headset with ANC

 SB or 3.5mm jack connectivity for PC or
•U
smart device
• In-line call controller with LED indicators
• Noise cancelling microphone
• Simple plug & play easy setup
• Firmware update to become Teams
certified available

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

4-microphone technology
Up to 15 hours battery life
Dual Bluetooth connectivity
One-touch access to Alexa, Siri® and
Google Assistant
• Comes with pocket-friendly charging case
• Firmware update to become Teams certified
available Q4 2020

•
•
•
•
•

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

Jabra Evolve 30 MS Stereo, Microsoft certified

£67.00

Jabra Evolve 65 MS Stereo, Microsoft certified

£141.50

Jabra Evolve 65t, Microsoft certified

£221.00

Jabra Evolve 80 MS Stereo, Microsoft certified

£281.75

Up to 30m wireless range
Up to 14 hours battery life
Passive noise cancellation and busy light indicator
Dual connectivity
Busy light visible from all angles
Firmware update to become Teams
certified available


Superior
Active and Passive Noise Cancellation
Integrated busylight indicator
Works with all mobile devices
Intelligent call transfer
Immersive music experience delivered
by world-class speakers
• Firmware update to become Teams
certified available

Jabra Speakerphones

Jabra PanaCast
Huddle up, without huddling in
- the perfect social distancing tool

Intelligent Zoom and optimised video
Intelligent Zoom automatically includes everyone in
the conversation, while Vivid Auto-lighting ensures
a great video experience, even under widely varying
lighting conditions.
Plug-and-play with minimal setup required
Plug-and-play capability makes collaborating fast
and easy; simply plug the PanaCast into a laptop
or computer’s USB port, and it’s ready to go.

Jabra

Jabra
36

The Jabra PanaCast is a plug-and-play device,
designed to improve meetings by using three
13-megapixel cameras and real-time video stitching
to give a full 180° view - for a natural, inclusive
human perspective, with no blind spots.

Works with everything, everywhere
PanaCast works with all leading video and
audio-conferencing solutions, and is compatible
with Microsoft Teams.
Provides real-time data and information via API
PanaCast provides data and information via API,
helping companies to be more efficient by enabling
automation of workflows and easier resource
management, as well as improving productivity
and profitability through analysis of 'Big Data'.
model

RRP (ex vat)

Jabra PanaCast Intelligent Video Solution

Please Call
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Jabra Speak 750

Jabra Speak 410

Engineered to power meetings with seamless,
premium audio

Entry-level portable USB conference speakerphone

 ull duplex audio allows everyone to speak and
•F
be heard simultaneously
• Up to 11 hours battery life
• Up to 30m wireless range
• Connect instantly; simply plug-and-play to laptop,
smartphone and tablet
• Omni-directional microphone and acoustic echo
cancellation (AEC)
• USB 2.0 and Bluetooth connectivity
model
Jabra SPEAK 750 MS Teams certified
™

•
•
•
•
•

Meeting with up to 4 people
Stationary (USB)
Intuitive LED indicators
Built-in omni-directional microphone
User-friendly and compatible with all
leading UC platforms
• Compatible with Teams but will not be certified

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

£255.00

Jabra SPEAK 410 MS, Microsoft certified
™

£93.50

Yealink

Yealink

Headsets, Handsets and
Conferencing Solutions
Certified for Microsoft Teams
Yealink is the only vendor to offer a full portfolio of native Teams devices across voice, video and peripherals,
with an extensive range that cover scenarios from personal and team collaboration to huddle rooms and large
presentation suites.

38
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View more Yealink content online
Yealink One-stop Full Scenario
Device Solutions for
Microsoft Teams

Yealink CP700 & CP900
Speakerphones

Yealink Speakerphones

Yealink CP700
Medium level portable speakerphone
• Meeting with up to 2 people
• Ideal for personal use, private space and on-the-go
• HD audio, omnidirectional microphone and
full-duplex
• Bluetooth wireless pairing and USB wired
connectivity
RRP (ex vat)

Yealink CP700 with BT50 Dongle

£143.63

Yealink CP700 Standard

£117.67

Yealink

Yealink

model

Yealink CP900
Premium level portable speakerphone
• Meeting with up to 6 people
• Ideal for huddle room, private space and on-the-go
• HD voice, six-microphone beamforming and
premium full-duplex
• Crystal-clear sound thanks to the AEC, NS
and DSP technology
• Simple plug-and-play USB or Bluetooth
connectivity

40

Yealink CP960 Optima HD
IP Conference Phone
Enterprise-grade conference phone for
mid-and-large-sized meeting rooms up to 20 people

model

RRP (ex vat)

Yealink CP960 HD IP Conference Phone
Teams Edition

£597.02

• Optimal HD audio, full duplex technology
• Yealink Noise Proof Technology
• 6M and 360-degree microphone range
• Built-in 3-microphone array
• Based on Android 5.1 operating system
• 5-inch multi-touch screen with 720x1280 resolution
• 5-way conference call
• Built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
• Supports two Yealink CPW90 Wireless Microphones

model

RRP (ex vat)

Yealink CP900 With BT50 Dongle

£204.20

Yealink CP900 Standard

£183.43

41

Yealink VC210 Teams Edition
Video collaboration bar for huddle rooms
and small meeting rooms
•A
 ffordable solution offering flexible deployment in
limited spaces
• Lightweight design, easy to mount on a wall,
on top of a display or any flat surface
• Ultra HD 4K camera features auto-framing with
120-degree diagonal field-of-view
• Compatible with Yealink CP900 for premium 360°
omnidirectional voice pickup and stereo sound
• Android 9.0 OS
• Built-in Bluetooth and Wi-Fi

model

RRP (ex vat)

Yealink VC210 Collaboration Bar Teams Edition

£1,374.02

Yealink Teams Room Systems

20MP
Camera

Auto
Framing

Speaker
Tracking

Yealink MVC 500 II

Microsoft Teams Room System for huddle rooms
and small meeting rooms.

Microsoft Teams Room System for small and
medium meeting rooms.

The Yealink MVC 400 is a native and easy-to-use video
conferencing solution specially designed for Microsoft
Teams rooms. The MVC 400 features a native
Microsoft Teams-tailored user interface that is simple
to operate.

Complete MTR room system including two CPW90
wireless microphones, UVC50 USB PTZ camera,
Mtouch II and and MCore mini-PC.

Together with 8 MEMS microphone arrays and
133° field of view, its AI technologies, including face
detection, sound localisation and speaker tracking,
provide users with a high-quality call experience in
full-duplex mode.
Complete system including high-performance MCore,
touch panel MTouch II and UVC4 USB video bar.

Electric
Lens Cap
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8x e-PTZ
Camera

Device
Management

•N
 ative Microsoft Teams-tailored user for a
completely seamless experience
• Auto-framing and smart noise proof
technology. 12x optical zoom, UVC80
supports 1080P/60-frame video calls
• Wireless content sharing
• Remote management via Yealink Device
Management Platform/Cloud Service

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

MVC 400 Microsoft Teams Room System

£2,941.86

MVC 500 II Microsoft Teams Room System
(inc. CPW90s wireless mics + WPP20
wireless content share dongle)

£3,499.08

MVC 500 II Microsoft Teams Room System
(inc. 2x VCM34 wired mics + WPP20
wireless content share dongle)

£3,722.31

Yealink MVC II Series
The Yealink MVC II series is a bundle video solution for Microsoft Teams Rooms (MTR) that includes everything
users need to interact, connect, and collaborate with internal and external users seamlessly and intelligently,
covering every scenario from small to large meeting spaces.

Yealink MVC 300 II
Microsoft Teams Room System for focus and small
meeting rooms.
Complete MTR room system including the UVC30
120° 4K camera, CP900 HD full duplex speakerphone,
MTouch II, and MCore mini-PC.
 ative Microsoft Teams-tailored user for a
•N
completely seamless experience
• Auto-framing and smart noise proof technology.
120° extra-large field of view, the UVC30 camera
supports 4K/30FPS ultra HD video calls
• Wireless content sharing
• Remote management via Yealink Device
Management Platform/Cloud Service

Option 1: Inc. 2xCPW90

Yealink

Yealink

Easy
Deployment

Yealink MVC 400 Room System

Option 2: Inc. 2xVCM34

Yealink MVC 800 II
Microsoft Teams Room System for medium and
large meeting rooms.
Complete MTR room system including two
VCM34 array microphones (up to 4 units can be
connected), UVC80 USB PTZ camera, Mtouch II
and MCore mini-PC.
•N
 ative Microsoft Teams-tailored user for a
completely seamless experience
• Auto-framing and smart noise proof
technology. 12x optical zoom, UVC80
supports 1080P/60-frame video calls
• Wireless content sharing
• Remote management via Yealink Device
Management Platform/Cloud Service

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

MVC 300 II Microsoft Teams Room System

£2,543.84

MVC 800 II Microsoft Teams Room System

£4,269.15
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Yealink Headsets

Yealink

Yealink
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NEW

Yealink MVC 900 II
Microsoft Teams Room System for extra-large
meeting rooms.
Complete MTR room system including MTouch II
and MCore mini-PC, two UVC80 USB PTZ cameras
and Camera-Hub. It also provides users with a
multi-camera solution that supports camera layout
adjustment to meet the requirements of extra-large
meeting spaces.
model

RRP (ex vat)

MVC 900 II Microsoft Teams Room System

£5,599.91

•N
 ative Microsoft Teams-tailored user for a
completely seamless experience
• Multi-camera solution. Yealink Camera-Hub
can be used with multiple UVC80s to provide a
multi-camera solution, with the flexibility to switch
the camera layouts as needed. The UVC80
camera supports 1080P/60-frame video calls
and is equipped with a 12x optical zoom to
provide clear video images
• Wireless content sharing
• Simple to deploy and easy to use solution
• Remote management via Yealink Device
Management Platform/Cloud Service

NEW

Yealink UH33

Yealink UH36

Professional mono USB headset

Professional dual / mono USB headset for UC,
office and call centre professionals

•H
 D Voice/Wideband speaker performance and
noise cancellation
• ActiveProtection technology safeguards users
from acoustic injury
• Simple call management via control unit
• Integrated LED indicator and warning tone
• USB and 3.5mm connectivity to laptop and
smart device
• Certified for Skype for Business

•U
 SB and 3.5mm jack connectivity options for IP
phone, PC, tablet and smart phone
• Native integration and easy management
• Dynamic EQ and wideband HD audio for rich,
clear conversations
• Passive noise cancellation and noise-cancelling
microphone
• All-day wearing comfort
• Certified for Microsoft Teams

model

RRP (ex vat)

model

RRP (ex vat)

Yealink UH33 Mono Professional USB Headset

Please Call

Yealink UH36 Mono Professional USB Headset

Please Call

Yealink UH36 Dual Professional USB Headset

Please Call

JPL Headsets and Webcams
Compatible with Microsoft Teams
JPL is a global innovator in the design and manufacture of professional headsets and video conferencing
for the Contact Centre and Unified Communications.

JPL 501S / 502S
Stylish home and mid-office / contact centre
headset suitable for regular phone users

JPL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 lexible microphone boom arm
F
270° adjustable microphone boom
Surround Shield noise cancelling microphone
Anti-static shock microphone
Sound Shield acoustic shock protection
Wideband enabled speakers
Supplied with direct plug in USB-A and in-line
control for volume and mute

model

RRP (ex vat)

JPL 502S USB-A Wired Headset (Binaural)

£59.99

JPL 501S USB-A Wired Headset (Monaural)

£57.99
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Your UCC headset,
handset and
conferencing specialist

JPL Vision & Voice Webcam
The JPL Vision & Voice Webcam 1 is a great value,
compact USB camera with dual microphones, enabling
clear audio and image clarity for online meetings from
a home office or even a conference room.

1080p
30fps

Plug
& Play

2 Mic
Array

Undistorted
Wide Angle View

Long Range
Voice Pickup

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 080p HD 30fps CMOS camera
1
96° wide angle field of view
Ideal homeworking solution
Private lens cover
USB-A connectivity
Two microphones
Full duplex communication mode
Desk mount, monitor mount or tripod option
Plug & Play solution – compatible with a range of
softphone solutions

model

RRP (ex vat)

JPL Vision & Voice Webcam

£109.95

Contact us for more information about the wide range of
UCC devices available to help you
and your employees get the most out of the platform.
Call: 0333 202 9897
Email: info@bdm-voice.co.uk

www.bdm-voice.co.uk

